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reading research about members of the LDS church is scarce
while scattered and fragmentary data exist from unpublished studies
little has been made available to public view these studies cover
diverse subjects such as reading skills of missionaries readability levels
of church materials and scripture description evaluations of church
literacy projects family scripture reading practices comprehension of
church materials in different languages reading problems in seminary
populations and the reading habits of brigham young university
students except for the original survey by appleton on which this
study is based 1 however we are aware of no research published or
unpublished on the reading habits of LDS adults that is comparable to
the several cross sectional surveys of the reading habits of north
american adults of varied socioeconomicsocio economic and educational back-
grounds these surveys tend to produce uniform results women
between the ages of 21 and 40 who are housewives and who are in the
highest income brackets make up the largest group of readers 2 in view
of this predominance of women readers we thought it might be
interesting to survey selected north american LDS women to discover
what they read how much time they spend reading and where their
reading material was obtained and to relate this data to characteristics
of the group including age education employment income marital
status length of church membership and children in the home

for the survey a 21 item forced choice questionnaire was
constructed which asked for information about reading during the
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previous 12 months 1980 81 the questionnaire was pretested on
three occasions before it was put into final form then with bishop-
ric permission the questionnaires were distributed in ward relief
society meetings to be completed at home of the 233 questionnaires
distributed 149 or 64 were returned because of the circumstances
in which the survey was conducted all of the respondents were
assumed to be active members of the LDS church the completed
questionnaires which were anonymous were marked as to geograph-
ical area and numerically coded then the information was transferred
to punch cards and the statistical package for the social sciences SPSS

was used to analyze the data collected the frequencies subprogram
was used to determine numbers and percentages the crosstabsCrosstabs sub-
program was used to measure the association of one variable to
another the data from each geographical area were also examined and
compared

ten north american geographical areas representing canada and
the united states were chosen for the sample they included the north
south east and west and large medium and small cities and towns
no rural areas were studied the specific areas represented and the
percent of the total returns received from each were calgary alberta
13 houston texas 4 idaho falls idaho 15 kamloopsKam loops
british columbia 12 kenorabenora ontario 3 salt lake city utah
8 santa rosa california 10 scarsdale new york 15 provo

utah 14 and yakima washington 8

the age distribution of the group included 21 in the 18 25 age
bracket 38 in the 26 40 group 31 between 41 and 60 and 11

over 61 years of age of the respondents 31 had earned a four year
college degree or more 34 had some higher education and 21

had completed high school for those with postsecondarypost secondary education
43 listed education as a major field of study 14 science 19

business and 32 other fields seventy two percent of the total group
were married and 28 were single widowed or divorced total
annual gross income in the homes including spouse income was
in these ranges under 10000 23 1000042000010000 20000 26

2100044000021000 40000 36 4100041000 80000 13 and over 80000
3 twelve percent of the respondents had been members of the
church for less than 10 years 19 for 11 20 years and 70 for
more than 20 years thirty five percent of the sample were employed
for pay out of the home and 57 were not employed among those
working for pay 35 indicated that they worked less than 30 hours
per week 39 worked 31 40 hours and 16 worked more than 40
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hours per week respondents with children in the home under 18

years of age comprised 66 of the sample 3

how much time was spent reading tables 1122 and 3 present the
data most of the women read both generally and in the scriptures

excluding scripture reading 60 of the sample read more than
20 hours per month and 36 spent 1 10 hours per month reading
table 1 sixty five percent of the respondents read the scriptures 1 10

hours per month or about 20 minutes a day at most table 2 table 3

relates general and scripture reading time it indicates for example
that 23.4234234254 of those who read generally 1 10 hours per month also
read the scriptures 1 10 hours in the same period and that 21.4214214 of
those who read 1 10 hours generally also read the scriptures 11 20
hours per month

apart from the scriptures what did the group read ninety seven
percent read the ensign 45 the new era and 69 the church
news the most commonly read nonchurchnon church magazine was readers
digest 67 women 45 listed it family circle and goodhousekeepgood housekeep-
ing were each listed 36 times 24 and better homes and gardens
and womanscomans day were each listed 3355 times 24 time was listed
30 times 20 national geographic 28 19 and newsweek 24

1616 in all 125 magazine titles were mentioned ranging from
professional journals to recreation magazines

the single most frequently read church book was spencer W

kimball which was mentioned 43 times 29 camilla was listed 29
times 2200 and the miracle 0of forgiveness 2233 times 15 some
mormon classics such as2sasjesusjesus the christ and teachings oftbeoftleof fhethe prophet
joseph smitasmithsmitb were mentioned several times as were a number of
popular mormon fiction titles of the period including sam charly
and the Bisbobishopsps horseraceHorserace the non mormon fiction books most
often listed were shogun my antonia kane and abel and masada
many other best sellers of the period 1980 8811 were mentioned as well
as older titles such as gone mithwith the wind and pride and prejudice
there was a great diversity of types of fiction literary mystery
historical romance humor science fiction and juvenile there were
only two titles which would be considered gothic romances the
nonfiction books listed indicated a wide range of interests in sub-
jects such as finance history science politics poetry and genealogy
one topic more common than others was the family including such
areas as birth death rearing children gardening cooking marriage

3characteristics of the sample are summarized and are rounded off to the nearest percentage point
tables in appletonsApple tons original study include more detailed data
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TABLE 1

general I1heading per month excluding S riptureruptureripture
number of percentage of

amount of time respondents sample

under 1 hour 6 4.14141

1 to 10 hours 53 35835.8358558

11 to 20 hours 45 30.4304304504

over 20 hours 44 29.7297297

total 148 100.01000

TABLE 2

scripture reading per month
number of percentage of

amount of time respondents sample

under 1 hour 21 14.4144144

1 to 10 hours 95 65.1651
11 to 2200 hours 20 13713.7137157

over 20 hours 10 6.86868

total 146 100.01000

divorce and house management the only title in this category re-
peated more than twice was orphan train

although 43 women 29 indicated they read only one news-
paper the majority of the women polled read more than one 47
32 read two 25 17 three 18 12 four and 10 7

reported reading five newspapers the local newspaper was the most
common one read

in response to the question of where they obtained their reading
materials 2255 17 said the church library 68 47 the public
library 29 20 a university or college library 142 99 their own
collection and 7755 5522 indicated that they borrowed from someone
these figures total more than 100 because some women obtained

materials from more than one source
the traditional relationship between reading and education was

supported by the findings the more education the women had the
more they read whereas 50 of those with a masters degree or more
read over 20 hours a month only 25 of those with a high school
education or less read 20 hours per month however 64 of these
women read at least 10 hours per month suggesting that while there is
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TABLE 3

A comparison of the number 0off hours of general reading
per month VI with ththee number of hours

of scripscriptureture reading per month vav2
count VI

row pctpetact
col pet under 1 1 to 10 11 to 20 over 20 row
tot pet hour hours hours hours total

v2va
under 1 2 4 0 0 6

hour 33333.3535555 66.7667667 0.00000oo 0.00000oo 4.141
9.59595 434.34345 0.00000oo 0.00000oo

1.414 2.82828 0.00000oo 0.00000oo

1 to 10 13 34 4 1 52
hours 25.0250250 65.0650650 7.77777 1.91919lg 35.9359359559

61.9619gig 36.2362362562 20.0200200 10.0100100loo
9.090go90 23423.4234 2.82828 0.70707

11 to 20 3 31 7 4 45
hours 6.76767 68.9689689 15.5155 8.98989 31.0310510

14.3143143145 33033.0350550 35.0350350550 40.0400400

2.12121 21.4214214 4.84848 2.82828

over 20 3 25 9 5 42
hours 7.17171 59.5595595 21.4214 11.9119ilg 29.0290290

14.3143143145 26.6266266 45.0450450 50.0500500

2.12121 17.2172 6.26262 343.43454

column 21 94 20 10 145
total 14.5145 64.8648648 13.8138138158 6.96969gg 100.01000

a relationship between higher education and time spent reading those
without higher education still did some reading

marital status did not seem to have much relationship to either
general or scripture reading nor did the presence or absence of chil-
dren under 18 in the home the married women in this group read as
much as the single women single women however spent slightly
more time reading scripture women who had been members of the
LDS church for more than 20 years tended to spend more time reading
the scriptures than newer members 67 of the 20 year members read
the scriptures more than 11 hours per month the survey also indi-
cated that many employed women found time to read among those
who worked for 31 or more hours per week 35 read more than 21

hours per month and 31 of this same group read the scriptures up
to 10 hours per month
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there was a relationship between age and amount of general
reading of those who read more than 20 hours per month 89 were
in the 26 60 age group including 44 in the 26 40 group and 45
in the 41 60 group however the age of women in this study seemed to
have little relationship to the number of hours of scripture reading
the largest group of women reading up to 10 hours of scripture per
momonthnth was in the 26 40 age group and comprised 25 of the total
group

in general there seemed to be little relationship between income
and amount of scripture reading of the women polled 35 were
in the household gross income range of 2100044000021000 40000 28 of
that group read up to 10 hours of scripture per month those women
who had a total household income of s4100048000041000 s80000 and who read
over 20 hours per month of scripture were 36 of the group in that
income range

methodologically the study is not without fault the percentage
of returns 64 was lower than desirable and rural data were not
included in such survey research one always wonders how data from
the nonrespondents would have affected the findings or what if the
questionnaires had been distributed in some other meeting than relief
society would the results have been the same the anonymity of the
questionnaires might also have been improved though the question-
naires were unsigned they were not returned in sealed envelopes this
might have intimidated some subjects each of whom was asked to
return her questionnaire to someone who was an acquaintance con
sequently some subjects might not have returned questionnaires or
might have written socially desirable but inaccurate responses in
addition the survey relied on the memory of subjects to indicate what
they had read in the previous 12 months or the past week As every
researcher knows memory based data are often imperfect measures A

further weakness of the study was the ranges of the scripture reading
categories more restricted ranges would have provided more useful
data finally though the questionnaire was piloted three times a few
items were obviously misunderstood by some respondents such items
could have been improved

from the data of this survey it would be possible to define a
composite woman she was between 26 and 40 years of age and had an
annual gross family income between 21000 and 40000 she had
attended college majoring in education but was not employed for pay
outside her home she was married and had children under the age of
18 she had been a member of the LDS church for more than 20 years
was currently active and read the scriptures for about 20 minutes each
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day for about 30 minutes a day she also read a newspaper andor
magazine andor book which she had purchased or received as a gift

of what significance is the study to LDS reading educators
despite the limitations of the study four important generalizations can
be drawn first church active LDS women at least in this sample do
follow the encouragement of the church leaders to read the scriptures
and church periodicals second apart from the specifically LDS read-
ing material the reading habits and tastes of this group are not
markedly different from those found in non LDS reading surveys they
read bestsellersbest sellers classics fiction and nonfiction and newspapers
they read the same magazines with about the same frequency as US
readers as a whole 4 like most other adults they prefer to read books
they own rather than obtain them at the library third mormon
women have similar reading habits no matter where they live in north
america geographical location and size of community do not seem to
have much bearing on either the time spent reading or the reading
materials chosen fourth LDS women with less than a higher educa-
tion are readers while more education generally means more reading
those with less education are reading more than would be predicted
from studies of other adults of similar educational backgrounds

when viewed in the light of LDS teachings which emphasize the
study of scriptures all good books and the acquisition of learning
generally this survey is encouraging it is to be hoped however that
more research will be directed toward studying the reading practices of
latter day saints most educators believe that reading has an influence
on thinking and on the conduct and values of life the influence of
church membership and activity on reading however is much less
understood if as commonly assumed moral and religious values are
central to latter day saint life these things should have some effect on
reading choices habits and practices there is a wide field open for
research on these relationships for example do the time spent reading
and the choices of reading materials correlate in any way with varying
degrees of church activity and belief does strength of religious com-
mitment determine what is and what is not read how do latter day
saints compare with members of protestant and catholic groups in
their reading habits it is to be hoped that LDS reading educators and
others will give more attention to the religious variable a neglected
area in adult reading research

4carmaocarmaarma wadley periodicals arent on the endangered species list yet deseretnetvs9deseretnews3unejune 19818


